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DIGEST:

1Tequest for recons'ideratio)]nwill not be
considered where protester timely files
short notice indicating general disagreement
with prior decision but fails to provide
detailed statement within 10 working days
after basis for reconsideration was known
or should have been known.

Anchorage Telephone Utility (ATU) requests
reconsideration of our decision, Anchorage Telephone
Utility, B-197749, November 20, 1980, 80-2 CPD 386,
in which we denied ATU's protest concerning the
award of a contract for telephone services to
another firm by the Defense Commercial Communications
Office, Defense Communications Agency (DCA) under
request for proposals (RFP) no. DCA 200-78-R-0024.

The RFP requested offers for the lease of two
"AUTOVON" switches in the Anchorage and Fairbanks
areas of. Alaska. AUTOVON is a "special assembly"
service which is provided to meet the unique and
complex needs of a specific customer. Our decision
found DCA's determination to evaluate the price
proposals received from communications common carriers,
which are subject to possible regulatory rate revision,
as offering "firm" prices to be reasonable since the
agency's specific historical experience in leasing
AUTOVON special assembly services indicated that
the tariffed rates were generally maintained by
the telephone companies over the contract term.
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ATU filed its request for reconsideration on
December 9, 1980. The request contained only a
brief statement disagreeing with our prior decision
and reiterating ATU's prior contention that ATU's own
historical experience with special assembly services
indicated that cormimunications common carriers did not
in fact maintain their tariffed rates over the contract
term. (In its initial protest, ATU had maintained that
DCA's determination to evaluate price proposals received
from communications common carriers as offering "firm"
prices was "contrary to historical data on rate increases
of regulated carriers.") ATU concluded with the statement
that "[more] information will be submitted in the near
future." ATU filed its detailed statement in support
of its request for reconsideration on January 6, 1981,
more than 10 working days after the basis of its request
was known.

We will not consider the request for recon-
sideration because ATU failed to timely submit
a detailed statement. Our Bid Protest Procedures
require that a request for reconsideration contain
a detailed statement specifying any error of law
made or information not considered by our prior
decision, and that the request must be filed
not later than 10 working days after the basis for
reconsideration is known or should have been known,
whichever is earlier. 4 C.F.R. C 20.9 (1980). The
mere statement that evidence to support a request for
reconsideration exists and will be forthcoming does
not fulfill that requirement. (1eqapuise, inc.-- Recon-
sideration, Y3-19493(6, Aay 21, 1 93S, 30-i CPD 350.
WJhere as here a protester timely files a short notice
indicating general disagreement with an earlier decision
and subsequently provides the recuired detailed statement
after expiration of the 10 working day reconsideration
period, the protester in effect is attemptiny to extend
the time for reconsideration.

We will not permit such attempts because they would
open the door to potential protracted delays possibly
resulting in circumstances negating any remedial action
whichS mav have been recomriended in tihe arler decision,
and we will not yrant any exceptions to this rule, not
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even where a protester believes it has received express
prior approval to delay filing its detailed statement
beyond the 10 working day period. Department of Commerce;
International Computaprint Corporation, 57 Comp. Gen.
615 (1978), 78-2 CPD 84.

Since ATU failed to submit the required detailed
statement within the 10 working day period, we will
not reconsider our prior decision. See 'aryland Machine
Tool Sales, B-196443, June 2, 1980, 30-1 CPD 373.

The request for reconsideration is dismissed.

Milton J. Socolar
General Counsel




